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Participatory Networks: The Library as
Conversation

Abstract: Knowledge is created through conversation. The theoretical foundation
of this model, Conversation Theory, posits that individuals, organizations, and
even societies build knowledge through conversation; specifically, by interacting
and building commonly held agreements. Since libraries are in the knowledge
business, they are also in the conversation business. The library community
implicitly adds a corollary to this theory: The best knowledge comes from an
optimal information environment, one in which the most diverse and complete
information is available to the conversant(s). Conversation Theory is very much
in line with current and past library practice, and shows a clear trajectory for the
future. Facilitation not only enriches conversations with diverse and deep
information, it also serves as a memory keeper, documenting agreements and
outcomes to facilitate future conversations. The library serves this vital role for
many communities.
This document describes the participatory model of libraries and provides an
overview of current Web 2.0 technologies and a brief discussion of how current
Library 2.0 efforts point the way to an even greater change in library as a
facilitator of conversations. Specific challenges and opportunities of participatory
networking are reviewed. Finally, the authors recommend the creation of a
shared participatory test bed for libraries. This network would not only experiment
with new collaborative Web technologies, but also work with library organizations
and vendors to speed innovation in traditional library systems.

Conference Themes: Reframing LIS from Different Perspectives, LIS in
Contemporary Society
Additional Keywords: Participatory Librarianship, Web 2.0, Participatory
Networking, Conversation
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Library as a Facilitator of Conversation
Knowledge is created through conversation (Scott, 2001). People converse,
organizations converse, states converse, societies converse (McIntyre, 2004, p.
185). Different communities have different standards for conversations, from the
scientific community’s rigorous formalisms to the religious community’s
embedded meaning in scripture to the sometimes impenetrable dialect of teens.
Conversations can take place between friends and colleagues in the “here and
now.” However, they can also take place over centuries, with the participants
changing but the theme remaining the same, and the conversation being
recorded in thousands of artifacts, like books, pictures, and digital files. The
implication of this rather abstract concept is that if libraries are in the knowledge
business, they are in the conversation business. This theoretical approach can
already be seen in traditional “brick-and-mortar” libraries as library speaker
series, book groups, and even the collection development processes. Yet online,
the library has fallen far short of this ideal of conversation facilitator. Key library
systems, such as the catalog for example, are at best one-way conversations.
This notion of knowledge creation through conversation stretches back to Plato
and the Socratic method (Boyd, 2001, p. 562). However, the specific foundation
for this paper comes from “Conversation Theory;” (Pask, 1976) a means of
explaining cognition and how people learn. It is not the purpose of this paper to
provide a detailed description of Conversation Theory. Rather, to use the theory
as a structure upon which to hang an exploration of participatory networking and,
more broadly, participatory librarianship. The core of conversation theory is
simple: people learn through conversation (Barnes, 2001; Scott, 2001). While the
common use of the word “conversation” is completely in accordance with the use
of the term in Conversation Theory, the term is more specifically defined as an
act of communication and agreement between a set of agents (Pangaro, 1996).
These agents can be individuals, organizations, societies, or even different
aspects of oneself. While the notion of a conversation within a person may at first
seem odd, educators and school librarians will be familiar with the concepts as
the term “metacognition,” (Bertland, 1986) or the act of reflecting on one’s
learning. Even the most casual reader will be familiar with the concept of
debating oneself (“if I go right, I’ll get there faster, but if I go left I can stop by
Jim’s…”). The requirements of a conversation, in the terms of Conversation
Theory, are two cognitive systems seeking agreement (Ford, 2004, p. 773-774).
The lasting results of these conversations, related to what Pask would call
“entailment meshes,” are the books, videos, and artifacts that document, expand,
or result from conversations.
The library has been a place that facilitates conversations, though often implicitly.
Facilitation not only enriches conversations with diverse and deep information, it
also serves as a memory keeper, documenting agreements and outcomes to
facilitate future conversations. The library serves this vital role for many
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communities. The concept of learning through conversations is evidenced in
libraries in large initiatives like information literacy and teaching critical thinking
skills (using such meta-cognitive approaches as self-questioning), and in the
smaller events of book groups, reference interviews, and speaker series. Library
activities such as building collections of artifacts (the tangible products of
conversation) inform scholars’ research through a formal conversation process
where ideas are supported with evidence and methods. This is how libraries
have traditionally facilitated and preserved conversations.
If theory states that conversation creates knowledge, the library community has
added a corollary: the best knowledge comes from an “optimal information
environment,” one in which the most diverse and complete information is
available to the conversant(s). Library stated professional principles show an
implicit understanding of this corollary in the advocacy of intellectual freedom and
unfettered access (ALA Bill of Rights). Libraries seek to create rich environments
for knowledge and have taken the stance that they are not in the job of arbitrating
the conversations that occur or the “appropriateness” of the information used to
inform those conversations. This belief in openness of conversations will have
some far-reaching implications for the library collection and is an ideal that can
never truly be met. For now, the reader may take away that conversation theory
is very much in line with current and past library practice, and it also shows a
clear trajectory for the future of information seeking activities (Ford, 2004;
Sharples, 2000).
The value to this viewpoint is not just theoretical; it has real consequences and
uses. For example, much of library evaluation has been based in numeric counts
of tangible outputs: books circulated, collection size, reference transactions, and
so on. Yet this quantitative approach has been frustrating to many who feel they
are counting outcomes but not getting at the true impact of library service.
Librarians may ask themselves, “Which numbers are important…and why?” If
libraries focused on conversations there might be some clarity and cohesion
between statistics and other outcomes. Suddenly, the number of reference
questions can be linked to items cataloged or to circulation numbers…they are all
markers of the scope and scale of conversations within the library context. This
approach might enable the library community to better identify “important”
conversations and demonstrate direct contributions to these conversations
across functions.
An example may illustrate the point. A school district identifies early literacy as
important. There is a discussion about public policy options, new programs, and
school goals to achieve greater literacy in the K-5 grades. The library should be
able to track two streams in this conversation. The first is the one libraries are
used to counting; that is, the library’s contribution to K-5 literacy (participation in
book talks, children’s events, circulation of children’s books, reference questions,
etc). But the library can also document and demonstrate how it furthered the
conversation about children’s literacy in general. It could show the resources
provided to community officials. It could show the literacy pathfinders that were
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created. The point of this example is that the library is both participant in the
conversation (what we do to promote early literacy) and facilitator of conversation
(what we do to promote public discourse).
Technology, particularly wide area networking and the Internet, are qualitatively
changing the role and form of conversations. New technologies are facilitating
conversations, and have been widely adopted outside of the traditional library
venues. The library must now consider how to facilitate and preserve digital
conversations. Libraries have a great opportunity to provide invaluable
conversational, participatory infrastructure to their communities online. By
adopting concepts and technologies from Web 2.0 and tightly integrating them
into their services, libraries can advance not just their communities but also their
positions within them. Yet online, the library has fallen far short of this ideal of
conversation facilitator. Key library systems, such as the catalog for example, are
at best one-way conversations.
Building upon these points, the authors combine the larger framework of
Conversation Theory with current and emerging technologies to see how libraries
can incorporate participatory networks to further their knowledge mission. An
obvious example is libraries hosting blogs and Wikis for their communities
creating virtual meeting spaces for individuals and groups, just as libraries do in
the physical world. Libraries could also use freely available open source software
to create library versions of Wikipedia. Such a service can easily be seen as a
knowledge management activity capturing and providing local expertise while
linking this expertise to that produced at other libraries. However, such
implementations sit at the periphery of the library and are often more about
adding work than adding functionality. The authors argue that true change must
come from incorporating participatory concepts at the heart of the library and
library systems, such as the catalog.
If the catalog is a conversation, it is decidedly formal and, more importantly, one
way. Think of today’s catalog as the educational equivalent of a college lecture. A
formal system is used to serve up a series of presentations on a given topic
(selected by the user). The presentations are rigid in their construction (MARC,
AACR2, etc). They follow an abstract model (relevance scores, sometimes
alphabetical listings), and provide minimal opportunities to the receiver of the
information to provide feedback or input. They provide no constructive means for
the user to improve or shape the conversation. Even recent advances in catalog
functions (dynamic, graphical visualizations; faceted searching; simple search
boxes’ links to non-collection resources) do little more than make the
presentation of information more varied. What is missing is the actual, real-world
circulation information about the item. What if one added circulation data to the
relevance rankings: how many times this item has been checked out? It turns out
that using a simple statistic is amazingly powerful. It is akin to Google’s page
rank algorithm that presents sites most linked to higher in the results (Nilges,
2006). Also, for those worried that users would be flooded with only popular
materials, studies show that while these algorithms do change the very top
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ranked material, the effect quickly fades so that the user can still easily find other
materials. Another consideration for adjusting a search is to allow the user to
tweak the algorithms used to retrieve works. In the example above, a user could
turn off the “popularity” feature.
The participatory librarian model founded on Conversation Theory requires one
to rethink the catalog as a dynamic system, with data of varying levels of
currency and, frankly, quality, coming into and out of the system. In a
participatory catalog there is no reason that some data can’t exist in the catalog
for limited durations (from years to seconds). Records of well-groomed physical
collections may be a core and durable collection in the catalog, but that is only
one of many types of information that could exist in the catalog space.
Even here, changes to the library catalog are still only one step to a truly
participatory library system. The figure below provides a sort of road map of how
the library might make the transition from current systems to a truly participatory
system. It includes current systems, systems under development (such as
federated searching), and new concepts (such as the “Participatory Library”). It
seeks to capture current momentum and push the field forward to a larger view
instead of getting bogged down in the intricacies of any one development activity.
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Along the left hand of the graph are current library systems. While the
terminology may differ from library to library, nearly every system can be found
on today’s library websites. By showing the systems together, the problems of
user confusion and library management burden become obvious. Users must
often navigate these systems based on their needs, and often with little help. In
attempting to better serve the users by creating a rich set of resources and
services, additional systems have instead complicated their information seeking
lives. As one librarian puts it, “don’t give me one more system I, or my patrons,
have to deal with.”
The answer is to integrate systems, combining the best of each while discarding
the complexity of the whole. The library world is in the midst of doing just that.

Merging Reference and Community Involvement
The functional area furthest along in the integration of participatory librarianship
is reference as reference services have gone online; since reference is most
readily recognizable as a conversation. More importantly, reference done online
creates artifacts of reference conversations: electronic files than can be cleaned
of personal information and placed in a knowledge base to provide a resource
for other users.
Another functional area of libraries that is already involved with participatory
librarianship is community involvement. As libraries incorporate participatory
technologies into their offerings, they can create virtual places such as
discussion forums, Wikis, and blogs for these community groups to use. In an
academic setting, these groups can be student, faculty, or staff organizations or
courses.
In addition to reference and hosted community conversations, the library has
been actively creating digital collections of materials. Parallel to the digital
collection building of library materials is an active attempt to create institutional
repositories of faculty papers, teacher lesson plans, organizational
documentation, and the like. They may evolve into digital repositories that
include both user-created and librarian-created artifacts.
These conversations can live alongside, and eventually be intermingled with, the
community conversations into order to form a community repository. Thus the
library can both enable and preserve the conversations.

Merging Library Metadata into an Enhanced Catalog
Participatory librarianship can be supported by another functional area of the
library: collections. Traditionally, the collection comprises books, magazines, and
other information resources paid for by the library. Electronic resources such as
databases that are leased instead of purchased make up a large portion of
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library expenditures. More recently, Web-based resources (external feeds and
sites) have been selected and added to the virtual collection.
Several kinds of finding aids are used to locate these information resources. The
catalog and databases both contain descriptions of resources and searching
interfaces. In order to improve access, libraries include records for databases
within the catalog. Conversely, federated searching tools combine the records
from different databases and could allow the retrieval of both books and articles
by combining records from both the traditional catalog and databases into one
tool. If community-created resources are part of the catalog, then these
resources would also be findable alongside other traditional library resources.
In traditional librarianship, the librarians provide metadata that patrons then use
to make selections. By examining this use data, recommender systems can
be created to help users locate new materials. In participatory networking,
patrons will be encouraged to add comments about items. If standards are used
for these comments, then they can be shared among libraries to create larger
pools of recommendations. As these comments are analyzed, they can be
combined with usage databases to create stronger recommender systems to
present patrons with additional choices based upon what is being explored.
The end result is an enhanced catalog that allows users and libraries to find
information regardless of which system the information resides in. However, the
enhanced catalog is still just that, a catalog. One more step that needs to be
taken. Namely, the artificial barrier between catalog (defined as inventory control
system) and content (housed in the community repository) must come down.

Building the Participatory Library
At this point in the evolution of distributed systems into a truly integrated library
system, the Participatory Library, there are two large collections: one of
resources and one of information about the resources. The first collection of
digital content, the community repository, is built by the library and its users
collaboratively. The second collection, the enhanced catalog, includes
metadata, both formal and user-created (such as ratings, commentary, use data,
and the like). Yet to realize the dream of a seamless system of functionality
(seamless to both the user and the library), these two systems must be merged
allowing users to find resources and, much more importantly, conversations.
Users must be able to add both metadata and content in the creation of the
Participatory Library.

Conversations and Preservation
The conversation model highlights the need for preservation. Conversations
construct knowledge, but someone must remember what has already been said,
and know how to access that dialog, that “intelligent web” of knowledge
(Heylighen, 2001). This highlights the need for institutional repositories (that will
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later be integrated seamlessly with other library systems as previously
discussed). Specifically, Web sites, lectures, courseware, articles must be kept
and organized is a fashion that reflects the nature of the conversation and
services a wide variety of learning styles (Ford, 2001). Further, they must be kept
in true conversational repositories that capture the artifacts (the papers) the
methods (data, instruments, policy documents), and the process (meeting notes,
conversations, presentations, Web sites, listserv discussions). They must be kept
in information structures that make them readily available as conversations: in
other words, users must be able to search for materials, and be able to
reconstruct a conversation in its entirety from one fragment (Ford, 2001).

Being Where the Conversation Is
The authors want to be very clear. Building an integrated participatory library
system in today’s networked world is not building a closed monolithic library
system with only a single interface. Rather, the system is intended to be an agile
integration of functionalities that can fit into almost any existing system. Can a
user search the catalog and present the results on his or her Web site? Can the
library functions be as easily incorporated into Web 2.0 enabled types of
conversations? The point is that libraries need to be proactive in a new way.
Instead of the mantra, “Be where the user is”, one must, “Be where the
conversation is. “ It is not enough to be at the users’ desktops; one must be in
their e-mail program, in their MySpace pages, in their IM lists, and in their RSS
feed readers.
All of these examples point to a significant mental shift that librarians will need to
make in moving from delivering information from a centralized location to
delivering information in a decentralized manner where the conversations of
users are taking place. What if, Instead of only being in a catalog, the same data
were split into smaller components and embedded in the user’s browser and email programs? Just as Google’s mail system embeds advertising based upon
the content of a message, The Library could also provide links to its resources
based upon what a user is working on. By disaggregating the information within
its system, The Library can deliver just what is needed to a user, provide
connections into Mashups, and can live in the space of the user instead of
forcing the user to come to the space of the library.

Challenges and Opportunities
There is clearly a host of challenges in incorporating participatory networks and a
participatory model into the library. This is to be expected when one is dealing
with something as fundamental as knowledge and as personal as conversations.
There are four major challenges that must be met by libraries before they can
truly get into the business of participatory librarianship.
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Technical
There is a rich suite of participatory networking software that libraries can
incorporate into their daily operations. Implementing a blog, a Wiki, or RSS feeds
these days is not a hard task, and they can easily be used to deliver information
about library services and conversations to the user’s space. Some of these
packages are commercial, but others are open source software. Open source
software is cheaper, easier to adapt, and, in some cases, more advanced. The
downside to open source is that it requires a considerable amount of technical
knowledge by the library (but not as much as one might think) and does not
normally come with a technical support hotline.
The largest technological impediment, however, may be the currently installed
base of software within libraries. Integrated library systems have a long history,
and include a broad range of library functions. Were these systems written today
they would use modular code and loosely coupled APIs and allow customers
much more customizability of interface. These changes may come to integrated
library systems (as customers are demanding it), but it may take years.
Several libraries are currently attempting to pick apart these integrated systems
themselves and create a more participatory catalog (Ann Arbor District Library).
Often, libraries go to the underlying databases that hold the library metadata or
create their own data structures, such as the University of Pennsylvania Data
Farm project (Zucca, 2003). However, such integration requires a great deal of
technological expertise.
In the meantime, there is an opportunity for the larger library community. The
technologies under consideration here present platforms for experimentation. By
combining resources (money, time, expertise) in a single, large-scale test bed,
libraries can not only get greater impact for the their investments, but can also
directly experience life as a connected conversation. Terminology can be
clarified, claims tested, and best practices collaboratively developed, greatly
accelerating innovation and dissemination.

Operational
In addition to being in the conversation business, libraries are in the infrastructure
business. One of the most powerful aspects of a library is its ability not only to
develop a collection of some type of information but to maintain it over time.
Sometimes infrastructure can be problematic (as in the case of legacy systems),
but more often than not, it provides a stable foundation from which to operate.
Imagine a local organization coming to the library, and within a few minutes
setting up a Web site with an RSS feed, a blog and bulletin boards. The library
facilitates, but does not own, that individual’s or organization’s conversation
(Tufts’ Spark, WolfWikis, Sunnyvale Public Library Podcasts). It does form a
strong partnership, however, that can be leveraged into resources and support.
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The true power of participatory networking in libraries is not to give every librarian
a blog; it is in giving every community member a blog (and making the librarian a
part of the community).
Participatory libraries allow the concept of community center to be extended to
the Web. Why not provide Web meeting space in the form of a Web site, Web
conferencing, or collaborative Web services? Many academic libraries attempt to
capture the scholarly output of their faculties. Why not help generate the output
with research data stores? The answers to these questions inevitably come back
to time and money. However, such services no not have to be free. In fact, the
best partnerships are formed when all partners are invested in the process. The
true problem is that libraries have no idea of how to charge for such services.
Many libraries aren’t used to positioning their services on a per item basis, and
this makes it difficult to build partnerships.

Policy
As always, it is policy that presents the greatest challenges. The idea of opening
the library functions to a greater set of inputs is rife with potential pitfalls. How
can libraries use the technologies and concepts of Facebook and MySpace
without being plagued by their problems? How can users truly be made part of
the collection without the library being liable for all of their actions? The answers
may lie in a seemingly obscure concept: identity management.
In a participatory model, distinctions among identities become complex and
graduated, and require one to consider a new approach. This new model, of
patrons adding information directly to library systems, is not as radical as it may
first appear. Many patrons have become very used to the idea of roles and tiered
levels of authority in many other settings. Most modern computer systems allow
for some gradation in user abilities (and responsibilities). Online communities
have even introduced merit systems, by which continual high-quality
contributions to a site equals greater power in the site. Think about Amazon,
Wikipedia, even eBay; as users contribute more to the community they gain
status and recognition. From participants to editors, from readers to writers,
these organizations have seen membership as a sliding scale of trust, and
libraries need to adopt this approach in all of their basic systems.
Skillful use of identity management will help libraries avoid the baggage of
MySpace and Facebook. As users grain greater access, greater responsibility,
and greater autonomy, libraries need to be more certain of their identities.
Knowing about a user may involve traditional identity verification, or tracking an
activity trail whereby intentions can be judged in relation to actions. These
concepts may be expressed as, “The more one is known, the more control one
will have in valuable services such as blogging, or the catalog” (Choi et al.,
2006). For example, when LiveJournal was first started, to join one had to be
invited, thus the community confers identity. The common theme is that verifying
(and building) identity is community based. The difference between the library
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and MySpace is that the library works in an established community with
traditional norms of identity, whereas MySpace is seeking to create a community
(where identity is more defined by social connections than actions).

Ethical
As knowledge is developed through conversation, and libraries facilitate this
process, libraries have a powerful impact on the knowledge generated. Can
librarians interfere with and shape conversations? Absolutely. Should they? They
can’t help it. The library’s collections, reference work, and its very presence will
influence conversations. The question is, in what ways? By dedicating a library
mission to directly align with the needs of a finite community, it is accepting the
biases, norms and priorities of the community. While a library may seek to
expand or change the community, it does so from within.
These questions are hardly new to the underlying principles of librarianship. And
nothing in the participatory model seeks to change those underlying principles.
The participatory model does, however, highlight the fact that those principles
shape conversations and have an impact on the community.

Recommendations and Conclusions
The overall recommendation of this paper is that libraries must be active
participants in the ongoing conversations about participatory networking. This
must be done at the core of the library, not on the periphery.
To complement this broad recommendation, the authors make two specific
proposals: expand and deepen the discussion and understanding of participatory
networks and participatory librarianship, and create a “participatory library test
bed” both to give librarians needed participatory skills and to sustain a standing
research agenda in participatory librarianship.
In order to do this, the authors propose a series of conversations to engage the
ideas. These conversations, both in person and virtual, need to be within the
profession and across disciplines and industries. The deeper conversations need
to be documented in a series of publications that expand this document for
academics and practitioners.
A major deliverable of the test bed, however, would be to model innovations in
integrated library systems. The test bed would work with libraries and ILS
vendors to pilot new technologies and specify new standards to accelerate ILS
modernization. The point of the test bed is not to create new ILS systems, but to
make it easy to incorporate innovative technologies into vendor and open source
ILS systems.
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Impact and leadership, however, come from a firm and conceptual understanding
of the role of libraries in their communities. The assertion that libraries are an
indispensable part of knowledge generation in all sectors provides a powerful
argument to an expanded function of libraries. Eventually, blogs, Wikis, RSS, and
AJAX will all fade in the continuously dynamic Internet environment. However,
the concept of participatory networks and conversations are durable.
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